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1.

Summary

The Polkadot Ecosystem might become the basis for a new crypto economy as Polkadot solves many of
the problems older major blockchains like Bitcoin (specificity) and Ethereum (scalability) struggled with.
However, Polkadot’s success depends on a strong, healthy and lively ecosystem to gain significance. To
help foster building out the Polkadot Ecosystem, on one hand, projects within the Polkaverse will need
significant funding due to long runways. On the other hand, DOT holders who already invested into the
project need a mechanism to re-invest their now transferable assets into promising projects.
We propose the Polkadot Liquidity Mechanism (Polimec), which is an open-source mechanism designed
to help getting liquidity into Polkadot based projects that are not yet ready to sell transferable currencies
on their own technology. It is a concept like the ERC20 Smart Contract mechanism but for issuing preCurrencies on Polkadot or Kusama as it enables Polkaverse projects to issue transferable pre-coins before
go-live of their main net.

●
●
●
●
●

Polimec is a parathread of the Polkadot blockchain and derives its security from Polkadot
Polimec monitors the Relay Chain to automatically trigger fund transfers to Investors
Polimec uses KILT blockchain via the relay chain to validate credentials
Polimec allows the migration of a pre-currency to its respective Main Net via the relay chain
Polimec can easily integrate other parachains, for example to receive ETH (through a bridge) or
aUSD (Acala) for investments

The core functionalities of the system can be summed up as follows:
● Issuers can
o set the price and sell their pre-coins to Investors for DOTs or KSMs
o set the later conversion rate to the main currency
o freeze all transfers of pre-coins and migrate balances to their main net when it goes live.
● Investors
o are identified before buying through KYC and AML processes tailored to the needs of the
Issuer, supported by the KILT Blockchain.
o can transfer pre-coins to any other Polimec address.
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2.

Problem Description and Resulting Approach

Even though the crypto world has made significant technological progress in the last years, it becomes
more and more obvious that traction and adoption of the technology will take many more years. This is
especially problematic for start-ups with great products and concepts who tend to have extremely long
runways. Investors from classic VC companies or family offices, who understand long-term strategic
investment do enter the crypto space rather slowly. Crypto funds often cannot do long term investments,
because they lack liquidity.
In the first ICO boom in 2017, many early holders of Ethers invested their crypto currency into new
projects, which were promising and eventually would also use the Ethereum network, filling two needs
with one deed. If the project were to be successful, the newly bought coins would become more valuable
and by using Ethereum the project would also make the remaining Ethers more valuable.
Unfortunately, this ICO concept had multiple problems.
Next, we briefly overview them and elaborate on how Polimec aims to solve each of them:
1. For any transaction of an ERC-20 token, ETH was needed for gas.
✔ The Polimec system refrains from establishing a native coin, holders of pre-Currency need
no gas in other currencies and the usage of other tokens is shifted to the outside of the
system, so that only the Issuer and the professional infrastructure around the Issuer need
to deal with other currencies than the one transferred within Polimec.

2. Creating ERC20 tokens was not curated. Many people invested in less promising or even
fraudulent projects, as it was very complicated to distinguish between serious projects and less
serious ones.
✔ Issuers of pre-Currencies also function as collators for the Polimec system, take care of
the governance on the system and decide on who is accepted as an issuer of a new preCurrency and thus curate constructive projects in, while keeping the list of currencies
clean.
✔ To prevent spamming of that evaluation system with random coins without a serious
project behind it, there will be an entrance (registration) fee to issue a pre-Currency.

3. Migration to main net was a manual (and sometimes faulty) effort.
✔ Polimec provides a mechanism to migrate all balances of a pre-coin to the Substrate based
main net at once.
✔ This process is seamless for the balance holders, as public-private-keypairs can be re-used
on the main net. Holders of pre-coins just connect their wallet to a new chain.
✔ This process can only be initiated by the corresponding issuer. Balance transfers on the
Polimec chain for this pre-currency are stopped and cannot be resumed after migration.
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4. Many projects issued SAFTs, took many years to evolve to Main Net and thus, dried out market’s
liquidity. The promising projects took very long, locking the Ether funds until go-live (almost three
years for projects like Filecoin and Polkadot), which dried out the market. This turned out to make
this form of investment highly unattractive.
✔ To establish a lively ecosystem before the go-live of a Polkadot-related project without
drying out the market, the idea is to create tradable pre-Currencies of future Currencies
that can be transferred/traded or used freely for the same or some functionalities as the
future Currencies before the go-live and are automatically converted to the Currencies
with the genesis block of such a project1.

5. As an additional difference in the requirements, ERC20 Smart contracts receive ETH.
✔ Polimec enables projects to receive DOTs as investment.

1

The system might also work for other projects which will not have a coin later, but we leave this out of the focus
of this paper as this might also need different and more complex strategies in regard to the security mechanisms
and incentivisation for security.
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3.

System Overview

The system consists of (1) a core Transfer System which is a set of core functionalities for establishing and
transferring pre-coins, for dissolving of these pre-coins and converting them into final coins by migrating
the balances to the main net of the respective parachain project. Also, Polimec uses the (2) KILT Blockchain
to manage KYC/AML credentialing of the Investors. On top of the core functionalities Polimec will
potentially include a (3) Smart Contract System featured by partners which allows the design of complex
ICOs. The system will also feature a (4) simple wallet to show the balances of pre-Currencies.

Polimec knows five roles:
●
●
●
●
●

A Founder founds the mechanism, acts as a Collator and is committed to governance
A Collator runs a blockchain node of the Transfer System and produces parathread blocks
An Issuer designs and offers a new pre-Currency (Issuers and Collators will in most cases be the
same group of persons or entities)
An Investor desires to buy new pre-Currency from the Issuer before transferring is enabled
A Buyer receives pre-Currency from an Investor or another Buyer after transfer is enabled
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3.1. Transfer System
The Polimec Transfer System is a Substrate based public-permissioned blockchain that runs as a
Parathread that does not have a native token. The transfer system handles the core functionalities:
●
●
●
●

Allows issuance of new currencies
Holds all balances for each of the issued currencies
Allows fund transfers within a currency
Manages the migration of the balances to the main net of the parachain project after launch

The blockchain itself is run and maintained by Collators, who are the Founder, the Issuers (who are
incentivized to keep their pre-coins used) and anyone registered like an Issuer2. The Collators receive small
gas fees for each transaction inside the block they validate. The gas is always paid in the same precurrency, that is transferred, so Collators are rewarded in pre-coins only. The Polimec blockchain derives
truth from the public-permissionless Polkadot blockchain by being a Parathread.
Polimec essentially keeps track of the balances of any Issuer, Investor, Buyer or Collator in Polimec. This
results in a balance sheet for each pre-Currency, which is compiled into and updated in the new block.
The system does not act as an exchange. It just manages the balances for all pre-coins, which can be
traded freely whenever the transfer functionality for a specific pre-Currency is enabled.
The Polimec Transfer System exposes a simple Transfer API, which can be used by exchanges, wallets, the
Polimec Smart Contract System and anyone who wants to build functionality on top of it, for making
transfers between Polimec balances. As this system does not have a native coin and is a permissioned
blockchain, truth is leased through the parachain mechanism from the Polkadot blockchain. The
parathread fees are paid by the Issuers in DOTs with their Registration fees.
The Core Features focus on transfers as they serve the consumers. Therefore, also the incentivisation
model is built around transfers. These Core Features will allow to:
●

●
●

●
●
●
●

create an address to hold any pre-Currencies: this will happen off-chain in a wallet. The on-chain
address is created with the first transaction, which transfers any pre-currency or another property
to the address
determine who is an Issuer: this is a special property of an address, which allows the address to
initiate certain transactions on the blockchain
collect registration fee into the Reserve: the Reserve is a balance on the Polkadot Relay chain,
which is created and controlled by the Polimec blockchain. Issuers pay Registration fees to this
address and Polimec automatically pays block finalisations to the Polkadot validators through this
address
determine how often blocks need to be finalised and collate and pay for finalisation from the
Reserve
have a distribution Balance for a pre-Currency: this is initially created by an issuer and holds the
total amount of pre-coins to be distributed
distribute parts of this distribution balance to other addresses (to buyers of the pre-coin)
allow the other addresses to transfer funds to even other addresses (buyers doing fund transfers)

2

The system only allows entities to run the system who went through the registration process as designed for the
Issuers to become Collators.
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●
●
●
●

perform this for multiple pre-coins (all coins on all addresses)
migrate all the balances to a main net
provide governance as described below
distribute gas to the Collators.

Polimec will be accompanied by a simple wallet, which shows all pre-Currencies owned by a Polimec
address and allows transfers to other Polimec addresses.

Functions of the Transfer System
Register: Registers a currency. This function is called by the Issuer of the new pre-Currency and imports
DOT fees from the Issuer to the Polimec balance on the Polkadot network.
Issue: Make a new account and generate a fixed amount of pre-Currency. The function prepares the
process for issuing the pre-Currency and generates the funds of pre-Currency to be sold to Investors in
the Polimec Logic. For the same pre-Currency, the Issuer might also open multiple rounds with different
terms of sale.
Invest: This function is triggered internally by balance transfers on the Polkadot network. It checks the
validity of the Investor’s attestation and checks if the funds in DOT have been made available to the Issuer.
It transfers the corresponding amount of pre-Currency to the investor.
Start Transferring: Called by the Issuer after the sale has ended. Enables balance transfers with the
Transfer function.
Transfer: A simple balance transfer of pre-Currency, might be triggered by a smart contract or some
external logic.
Pause and Resume Transferring: Is called by the Issuer for whatever technical, legal or other reason.
End Transferring3: Called by the Issuer. Stops all transferring and freezes all pre-Currency balances in
preparation for the transfer to the live main net.
Migration: All balances of pre-Currency are converted to the live chain of the real Currency with the
Genesis block of that Currency. The pre-Currency ceases to exist at the same point in time.

Token Flow and Accounts used
There are two different payment flows in which different crypto tokens are used - the DOT flow and the
pre-Currency flow.
For the investment as well as the payments for usage of the Polkadot system, DOT accounts are used. An
Investor pays the investment from the Investor Source DOT Account to the Issuer Destination DOT

3

Theoretically, the system presented here can also be used to issue a Currency that is not meant as a pre-Currency
to another project. In this case, the End Transferring and Migration functions would not be used. For the sake of
simplicity, we have decided not to include this option into this paper and advise to further develop the ideas
presented here for those cases.
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Account. The Issuer puts some of the DOTs on the Reserve DOT Account to pay the Polkadot system for
the security of Polimec.
In return for the DOTs received from an Investor, the Issuer’s pre-Currency Account sends pre-Currency
to the Investor’s pre-Currency Account. The Investor can use this pre-Currency for Transferring as soon as
transferring is enabled by the Issuer.
For each transaction, the Investor or other entities who received pre-Currency must pay gas to Polimec.
Gas is paid in pre-Currency.

Registering a new pre-Currency
Anyone can apply to the Polimec governance to issue a pre-Currency, just like anyone can issue a crypto
currency. Without going into detail about the regulatory aspects which the Issuer might be subject to, in
this paragraph we would like to outline the technical specifications that the Issuer will go through in
Polimec to initiate the issuing of her pre-Currency. For all kinds of reasons, it could be smart to have the
pre-Currency issued by the same entity which will later issue the regular currency, even though the
Polimec logic does not restrict anyone.
To issue a pre-Currency, the Issuer generates a public/private key pair and links it to a DID stored in the
credential system so that they can be identified (an Issuer DID could be the base for the KYC credentials
issued to the Investors). After that, an instance of the pre-Currency is parametrised with
●
●
●
●
●

Name of the Currency
Name of the Issuer
Public key of the Issuer
Total distribution of pre-Currency to be sold in Polimec
Conversion rate of pre-Currency and Currency
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●
●
●

Smallest denomination
DOT Reserve Account (for paying fees)
Issuer DOT Destination Account (for receiving investments)

The Polimec transfer system waits for payment to the DOT Reserve Account dedicated to security
provided by Polkadot. If the payment of the registration fee is received and finalised then the new preCurrency is set up in the transfer system and the unique identifier (Instance-ID) of the pre-Currency is
returned.

Coin Distribution of pre-Currency in Polimec:
Coin distribution plans might include a lot of distribution modes, some of which apply for the pre-coin
phase and some which only seem relevant to the main net. Yet it might be useful to model the whole
complexity already into pre-coins, as this generates trust and transparency: instead of baking all the
complexity into the genesis block of the main net, it could be all set in the pre-coin phase already and then
the balances just get migrated to the main net.
Therefore, there could be special balances, owned by the Issuer or under control of trusted entities, which
serve as a pre-Currency reserve for founders, employees, early investors, foundation, bounty programs
and so on. These accounts are served directly by the Issuer without any DOT equivalent transferred.
Air drops also seem important. They create a user base for the pre-coin and are also important for Polimec.
An Issuer would advertise to her community to send her Polimec addresses (presumably accompanied by
an email address or something else of value to Issuer) and at the time of issuing pre-coins a small number
of pre-coins would automatically be issued to these addresses. This could be particularly important to
generate buyers of the pre-Currency in countries, where participation in ICO would be prohibited or
otherwise complicated but holding and transferring of such currencies would be allowed or easier. This
mechanism would greatly increase the usage and significance of Polimec.

Claiming pre-Sold Coins
In many cases blockchain projects sell their to-be-created cryptocurrencies in advance to early investors
and team members. These contractual agreements could be adapted into the Polimec system as well,
where the Issuer could parametrize the issuance of the pre-Currency to include balances corresponding
to the earlier coin sales. The details of this process are yet to be defined.

Issuing pre-Currency for a Sales round
For issuing the pre-Currency to Investors, the Issuer calls the Polimec Logic with the following parameters
(signed with the Issuer’s private key):
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Instance-ID
Instance of the Sales Round
Hash of Instance-specific KYC/AML-CTYPE
Amount of pre-Currency on sale for this Sales Round
Negotiated or fixed DOT price for pre-Currency in this sales round
Date/Time of Sales Round Start
Date/Time of Sales Round End
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For every pre-Currency it is up to the Issuer to which conditions the sale takes place. It is also possible to
stage multiple Sales Rounds with the same or different conditions for the same pre-Currency.
The Polimec Logic will only issue pre-Currency to those accounts which qualify with Issuer-attested
certificates. It will also take care of not issuing less/more than the fixed minimum/maximum to each
Investor as specified in the respective Investment credential.
If an Oracle or auction platform is selected and becomes unavailable during the sale, the Issuer will pause
the sale. The monitoring of the Oracle or auction platform is in the responsibility of the Issuer.
Polimec will perform the issuing on newly minted pre-Currencies as follows. Polimec allows all transfers
from registered Investor DOT Source Accounts (within the limits of the amount agreed for the Sales Round
between the Investor and Issuer) to the pre-Currency DOT Destination Accounts. This pre-Currency DOT
Destination Account is envisioned to act as a lock during the sales period. If the minimum total investment
for the Sales Round is not reached before the end of sale, instead of the pre-Currency transferred, the
DOT amounts are refunded to the Investors at the end of the Sales Round. Only if the minimum amount
to be raised is reached for the round by the end of sale, the respective amount of pre-Currency is minted.
Entities trying to participate in the sale with no, incomplete, or non-attested certificates will be rejected,
their amounts not counted for the amounts sold in the Sales Round and the transferred DOT-funds are
returned.
If the maximum amount of the Sales Round is reached (more specifically reserved by Investors’ buy
requests through their registered Investments), the sale will be ended, and no further Investors will be
processed.
When the Sales Round is finished either by selling all pre-Currency or by sale time elapsed, the preCurrency amount is minted and issued (transferred) to the corresponding registered Investor preCurrency Destination Accounts by the Polimec Logic automatically.
Transferring cannot be enabled until the sale is successfully closed, and the pre-Currency transferred to
their destinations.

Transferring pre-Currency
In order to generate liquidity, the pre-Currency can be transferred on Polimec before the Mainnet of the
Issuer’s system goes live which enables Investors or Buyers of the pre-Currency to already use it like a
regular crypto token. Polimec allows anyone with a public key compatible with that Polimec’s encryption
mechanism to store and transfer pre-Currency funds. The Polimec Logic keeps track of all balances.
Transferers need to call Polimec for pre-Currency fund transfers.
Transferring is initiated by the Issuer. After the sale is closed, the Issuer may enable transferring.
Transferring can be paused whenever needed, for example if an oracle is not working or giving wrong data
and be restarted whenever the problem is fixed.
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Transferring pre-Currency requires fees, which are automatically deducted in the respective pre-Currency
and paid to the Collators of Polimec. The security in the Polkadot blockchain is paid in DOTs using the
funds allocated by the Issuers in the Reserve.

Migrating Balances to the Live Chain
Whenever the project is ready and preparing to launch, transferring of the pre-Currency can be stopped
to migrate all the tokens of the pre-Currency account balances to the genesis block of the new main chain.
Once transferring is stopped and the migration begins, transferring of the pre-Currency cannot be
resumed.

The Issuer may include a blockchain level interface into the newly launched live-chain. Therefore, the
Instance-ID of the pre-Currency needs to be included into the genesis block of the live-chain. If this is the
case, the Issuer may call a function in the blockchain, which transfers all balances of pre-Currency to the
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live-chain, where the interface picks them up and transfers them into Currency when it goes live. This
process is not reversible. After the function is called, all the pre-Currency tokens which were migrated
into live Crypto-Currency cease to exist at the same point of time.

3.2. Credentialing Layer with the KILT Blockchain
This system shall also have a Credential component, which allows the Issuer of the pre-coin to certify that
a certain Polimec address has met the KYC standards required in the respective jurisdiction and according
to the criteria of the sale. For controlling the pre-Currency balances, the system uses the API exposed by
the Polimec Transfer System. Polimec uses KILT Credentials for Investor KYC.
●

Polimec needs KILT
o Currency issuers are responsible for conducting KYC/AML checks for initial investors
o KILT provides the functionality to issue and anchor such credentials
o CTYPEs allow the definition of jurisdiction and sale specific credentials
o The Polkadot Relay Chain enables Polimec to check the KILT credentials through the
shared security blockchain layer
o Polimec will use the persistent KILT testnet (Wash-net) to anchor the credentials

●

KILT makes use of Polimec
o KILT currently plans to be the first parachain project to issue its currency on Polimec
o This way the KILT Coin would be available for transfer before start of the Main Net

Polimec Manages Credentials for KYC/AML Processes on the KILT Blockchain
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Functions of the KILT Credential System
Register DID: An Investor or an Issuer registers a DID (decentralised identifier as defined by the W3C4) on
Polimec.
Attest: This function writes an attestation hash on the KILT Blockchain, which certifies a certain Investor
has successfully gone through the KYC/AML process of the Issuer and may act as an Investor. This
attestation can be withdrawn by the Issuer.
Withdraw: An attestation is withdrawn by an Issuer.

Attesting successful Investor KYC/AML
For Issuers it is essential to sell their currency only to people or entities, which are properly approved in a
KYC process according to the requirements of the respective legislation and other rules applicable to the
sale.
The Issuer is advised to generate a CTYPE including all necessary KYC/AML technical data, personal
information on the Investor and the Investor’s background required by applicable law and the data
according to the specific terms of the Sale. This CTYPE will probably be unique to the pre-Currency.
Such a CTYPE “KYC/AML” for a person being the Investor could for example include the following data:
Technical data
●
●

Instance-ID of the pre-Currency
Issuer DOT Destination Account

Personal data
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Investor is a person not an entity
Investor’s name
Investor’s date and place of birth
Older than 18
Investor’s address
Investor’s nationality
Person is investing on their own behalf
Not a politically exposed person
Link to KYC-Documents (encrypted and deletable)

Specific data for respective pre-Currency Sale
●
●
●

Not a PRC Citizen
Not a US Citizen
Certificate expiry date

4

For more information on the DIDs check out the info given by the W3C Foundation: https://www.w3.org/TR/didcore/#identifier
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The Investor creates a claim based on this CTYPE and sends it to the Issuer for Attestation. The Issuer
makes sure the claim is true and issues the signed certificate (attestation) to the Investor. This attested
KYC certificate is cryptographically tied to the identity of the Investor as included in the credential issued
for her and used in the Polimec system. This may be achieved with the use of DIDs or simply public keys.

Registering an Investment
Additionally to the CTYPE “KYC/AML”, the Investor claims to the Issuer an instance of the predefined
CTYPE “Investment-Description” of the respective Sales Round in which he wants to participate. This
CTYPE is used for every pre-Currency and cannot be changed, unless by governance of Polimec. It includes:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Instance-ID of the pre-Currency
Instance-ID of the Sales Round
Issuer DOT Destination Account
Investor DOT Source Account
Investor pre-Currency Destination Account
Minimum amount of DOT to invest
Maximum amount of DOT to invest
Vesting Periods and Cliffs
Negotiated or fixed price of the pre-Currency in DOTs
Reference to an Oracle or auction platform to derive the price in the moment of each preCurrency sale
Link to sale documentation (encrypted and deletable)
Certificate expiry date

This claim will also be checked by the Issuer and when acknowledged be returned as a signed (attested)
certificate.
The two certificates together entitle the bearer to participate in the token sale of the specified preCurrency. The due cryptographic challenge and the parameter check will be conducted by the Polimec
Logic at time of sale.

3.3. Smart Contract System
The Polimec Smart Contract System is a possible extension to the Core Transfer System, which would act
on behalf of the Issuer, execute Smart Contract functionality for vesting (also in periods), air drops,
bounties, sales and everything else which already exists (or is possible) on Ethereum.
Through this addition Issuers could potentially:
●
●

build their pre-coin offerings and the issuance of pre-Currencies as complex as they need it
reuse Solidity code of existing coin offering projects through utilizing EVM capable runtimes (e.g.
Moonbeam)

Consumers (Investors and Buyers) still do not need any other than the pre-Currency to make transfers.
Only the Issuers need gas from other systems like KILT (for issuing credentials) or Moonbeam (for running
Smart Contracts) to run their system. Moreover, since the API will be open, exchanges can directly build
on it and integrate their businesses with or without using this Smart Contract System.
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3.4. Polimec Wallet
We imagine a Polimec wallet, which can display all balances of any Polimec supported pre-coin and allows
transfers of all of them to any other Polimec address. It does not transfer between the currencies but later
an integrated decentralized exchange could provide such a function in the wallet. A good airdrop collector
could accumulate lots of different currencies.

4.

Incentivisation and Governance

Permissioned Public Blockchain
The Polimec system is a public permissioned blockchain. The Polimec Logic behind a pre-Currency shall
not be run by an entity. Like on Ethereum, the technical infrastructure provided does not come with a
responsibility for the currencies issued; in other words: Issuers, Investors, Buyers or any other users must
check the codebase and decide for themselves if Polimec fits their purpose. They also have to bear their
own legal and other responsibilities for the pre-Currency, the migration to the Currency and all the rights
and qualifications attached to it.

Security derived from Polkadot
Polimec will not incentivise security. It purely focusses on running the Polimec Logic. To get security into
the system, the blockchain is connected to Polkadot. Some blocks will be sent to one of these systems
from time to time for finalisation. The decision on how many blocks to wait until finalisation is made
automatically, the gas for finalisation is paid through the Reserve, hence the payments to the Reserve are
paying for the security of all the participants.

The role of the Founder/Governor
The Founder is bootstrapping Polimec and initiates important runtime changes due to errors or
dependency updates. She acts as a regular Collator, so she pays registration fee, can vote, earns gas,
produces blocks and gets slashed like all other Collators in the mechanism will. As the Founder will often
create runtime updates, she will be slashed, lose significance over time and will finally vanish totally after
a while. The Founder does not issue a pre-Currency. If the community finds the mechanism of a Founder’s
Role useful, it can appoint the same or any other person to be founder after the 100 slashes of the first
founder are used up. This just requires a new Collator, who pays the registration fee and does not issue a
coin for that fee. Also, multiple Founders are possible as well as a Founder being one or multiple regular
Collators and/or Issuers at the same time.

Incentivisation of Collators
Only someone who paid the registration fee can become a Collator. A Collator node is linked to a Polimec
address. There will be a very small number of Collators at the start of the system (maybe two or three).
This does not corrupt security, as security is leased from Polkadot. Collators are highly incentivised to run
the nodes, as they would like to see the pre-Currencies issued by them used. Also, the Collators earn
transferring fees in all the pre-Currency living in Polimec at that point of time.
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Registration Fees
Registration fees shall be paid in DOTs and due for each registration as Founder, Collator or Issuer. Their
purpose is to ensure the security, i.e. they serve as Reserve for paying the Parathread fees on the Polkadot
network. We envision having a finalised block every few minutes. Every registration of a new pre-Currency
shall provide security for the period of time until it is migrated to the Currency. This means the registration
fee must cover the block finalisations for this period of time. The network will keep track of the parathread
transaction costs and calculate the price for the registration fee.
Polimec will use this mechanism and the DOT Reserve Account to adjust the time between blockfinalisation. It may become faster or slower in order to survive for the period of time it was supposed to
provide security for.
As a simple approach, the registration fee could be determined as if the Issuer would be buying a
parathread finalized block every ten minutes for 3 months (the actual values could be a parameter set by
governance). For example, if a finalized block cost 0.001 DOTs in the last epoch, the fee would be 0.001 *
6 * 24 * 90 = 12.96 dots, which is roughly €1300.
Note that one of the current alternatives for Polimec is the ERC-xx smart contract token based ICOs on
Ethereum. They are “super cheap” ($25-200) to create. Although the ERC-xx token would not live in the
Polkadot world, one might be able to connect it together through an Ethereum bridge.
Another – better – alternative are Initial Exchange Offerings (IEOs), which is basically an indirect ICO
handled via an Exchange. We assume that the registration fee calculated for Polimec above would still be
on par with IEOs even if the block price goes up 10x.

Transferring Fees
The Transferring Fee shall de-incentivise useless transactions, while incentivising the Collators of Polimec.
The goal is to pay each Collator with each new pre-Currency. As currencies may have different values,
supply and denomination, we decide the transaction fee to be calculated based on the “Amount of preCurrency on sale for this Sales Round”.
Example: We assume that the Transferring Fee is ten times the billionth part of the “Amount of preCurrency on sale for this Sales Round”. Further, let’s suppose the max. supply of the new currency
is one hundred million tokens, the Issuer decides to have 10% pre-sold on Polimec, so that would
be 10 million tokens. A billionth part of these 10 million is 0,01 Token. Now we only have to multiply
this by 10 to get the Transferring Fee, which equals 0,1 Token.
The Transferring Fees of all currencies in one block are transferred to the Collator mining the new block.

Inclusion of New Collators
Potential new Collators need to take two steps to gain the Collator status. First, they have to pay the
registration fee for the Reserve. This automatically starts a 10-day voting process for all existing Collators.
Each Collator has one vote. If a majority of Collators (>50%) welcomes the new Collator, her Polimec
address will be automatically entitled to run a Collator node. If no votes are cast or the majority votes
against the new Collator a part of the registration fee (20-50%) is kept in the Reserve to disincentivize
spamming the system with bogus registration requests, the rest is transferred back where it came from.
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This ensures that the new Collator takes some action before step one. She might contact existing Collators
and convince them of the quality of her project and her general commitment. The Collators have a strong
incentive to vote new Collators out, as any new Collator decreases the gas-share (sole income source) of
all existing Collators. They also have a strong incentive to vote projects with a high transferring potential
in, as this would potentially raise their income through the new gas fee (and for Collators who do not need
to cash out their earnings immediately, the price of the pre-Currency of a successful project might even
go up over time)5.
Example: We have 4 Collators. With transferring the 4 pre-coins (which could for example be all
traded on exchanges) they earn an equivalent of €10.000 per month. This is almost equally
distributed, so each miner earns around €2.500 per month. Allowing a new Collator in decreases
everyone’s income by €500 to €2.000 per month. But if the new pre-coin is transferred and valued
a lot in future the Collators might see it as a chance. If the new pre-coin would add another €10.000
to the total monthly income, everyone had €4.000 per month.

Slashing of Collators
If a Collator fails to carry out her responsibilities, she gets slashed by decreasing her relative chance to
create a block. This only decreases income. Voting rights are not affected. They are always: one Collator one vote.
We can imagine different levels of slashing for different types of violation of terms. If she fails to vote, her
relative likelihood to create a block is decreased by 1%. There shall be different amounts of slashing when
the algorithm picked her to create a block, but her node was not available (0,5%) or worse, she created a
block which was later dismissed by the Polkadot chain (2%).
Example: 5 Collators exist. They all have a 20% chance to win the next block. Their relative chance
is 100% each.
Collator A is chosen for the next block and is not available. Collator C creates the block instead.
Collator A is now slashed 1%. She now has a relative chance of 99%, while the other four still have
a relative chance of 100%. For the next block the absolute chances are:
A: 99/499 = 19,84%
B-E: 100/499 = 20,04%

Collator initiated votes
Any Collator can set up a vote. This can be used for proposing a new runtime or for expelling a Collator.
In both cases a 3/4 majority has to be established. Initiating a vote incurs 1% slashing.

5

As the choice of the Collators not only functions as some curation of who is and who isn’t eligible to enter the circle
of the Collators of Polimec but also expresses their judgment whether or not a pre-Currency of the new Collator
could become profitable for anyone, public communication of Polimec and of the respective Collators might be
advised to state that these choices are not to be seen as investment advice to a general public.
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Leaving the Collator List
When the Issuer transfers the balances of her coin to her main net, she is automatically dismissed from
the list of Collators. She may apply for a new seat though, by paying the registration fee again and having
a vote by the other Collators on her.
If a Collator misses voting or creates faulty blocks or is not available for block production, she is also
deleted from the list when she is slashed to 0% in her likelihood to create a block. This also opens a way
to manually leave the list: just switch off the node, fail to be available and wait until you are slashed out.
A Collator can also be expelled from the list by a 3/4 majority vote of the other Collators.

5.

Next Steps

Core Polimec
The features of the Core Polimec are being built by BOTLabs right now and are deemed to be rolled out
in conjunction with the opening of the parathread functionality of Polkadot and the implementation
roadmap of its cross-chain messaging functionality.
This core will be usable to issue pre-tokens for any project that is not yet ready. The Issuer may decide to
sell pre-coins to investors directly, in a private or a public sale, or use an exchange for an IEO.
Extra Features and Partners
In parallel BOTLabs is introducing Polimec to potential partners who (1) could want to be Collators, or (2)
to offer extra features based on their technology and/or (3) are interested in using the functionalities of
Polimec and are willing to contribute to the ecosystem.
Therefore, the Core Polimec will have interfaces to provide external features with necessary data and
allow for interaction with the core functionalities. This API can also be used to distribute the pre-Coin via
airdrops or bounties or other non-exchange-for-DOTs purposes.
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6.

Appendix

Short description of or further information to a few central terms and concepts used in this paper.
Currencies
pre-Currency: a currency launched via the Polimec Logic to be converted to the Currency at a later point
in time.
Currency: the currency to be launched with the go-live of the project, that issues the pre-Currency to
finance themselves.
Accounts
Investor DOT Source Account: the account, where the Investor’s investment comes from
Issuer DOT Destination Account: the Issuers account, where the Investor’s investment is transferred to
DOT Reserve Account: the account where the Issuer keeps the Reserve to pay for the security of the
network
Issuer pre-Currency Source Account: the account where the pre-Currency is transferred from
Investor pre-Currency Destination Account: the account where the investor receives the pre-Currency
Gas: fees to be paid in order to write something on the Polkadot or Kusama blockchain
Blockchains and Technologies
ICO: Initial Coin Offering, an event where a cryptocurrency (“Token” or “Coin”) is initially and directly put
on the market.
IEO: Initial Exchange Offering, an event where a cryptocurrency is indirectly put on the market via an
Exchange.
Polimec: the Polimec Logic and blockchain where the pre-Currency lives and is distributed to Investors and
Buyers.
Polkadot Blockchain: the Blockchains provided by Polkadot, including the Relay Chain, Parachains and
Parathread
Relay chain: the Chain that collects and validates all the information from all Polkadot parachains and
parathreads.
Parachain: a separate blockchain in Polkadot with shared security in the whole system.
Parathread: a way to participate in the security of Polkadot without leasing a parachain slot and without
using the security of the Polkadot system for finalising each and every block separately.
Kusama: something like a test version of Polkadot. It is based on the same code with a few differences, its
own currency and similar features like parachains and parathreads.
KILT Protocol: a protocol to claim and attest credentials for the Web 3.0. Based on CTYPEs - standardised
forms to claim attributes about oneself - a claimer claims such attributes and an attester attests to these
if found to be true. The attested claim can then be used as a credential.
KILT Blockchain: a Blockchain where the KILT Protocol runs; at this point of time, KILT runs on the Mash
Net, a testnet version of the KILT Protocol. The next step will be the Wash Net and with the go-live the
KILT Blockchain is going to start.
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Legal Note
The purpose of this technical presentation is to present the Polimec, our reasoning behind it and current
views about its technical implementation as well as potential future technical infrastructure around it.
Polimec is currently under development and in this document we present our current state of thinking.
The information set forth should not be considered exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a
contractual relationship. Its sole purposes are to provide relevant and reasonable information to an
interested public as well as to any developers who think about integrating Polimec, to any blockchain
developers who wish to contribute to Polimec Community and to potential implementation partners who
want to get an insight into the current state of the Polimec project.
Nothing in this presentation shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for
investment, nor does it, in any way, pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities
in any jurisdiction. The document is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or
regulations of any jurisdiction which are designed to protect investors.
This presentation shows today’s views and today’s vision of the project which are both subject to constant
change. Certain statements, estimates, and financial information contained within this presentation
constitute forward-looking, or pro-forma statements, and information. Such statements or information
involve estimates and opinions on potential future developments as well as known and unknown risks
and uncertainties which may cause actual events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the
results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements, even if such statements are not specially
marked as unknown or uncertain by an explicit remark or by the grammar or tense used.
Nothing published by the BOTLabs GmbH should be interpreted as investment advice. BOTLabs GmbH is
in no way providing trading or investment advice. Please consult with your appropriate licensed
professional before making any financial transactions, including any investments related to ideas or
opinions expressed, past, present, or future by the aforementioned entities and any future entities that
may operate under the parent entities. BOTLabs GmbH does not intend to express financial, legal, tax, or
any other advice and any conclusions drawn from statements made by, or on, BOTLabs GmbH shall not
be deemed to constitute advice in any jurisdiction. Information is provided for educational and
amusement purposes only.

Imprint
Polimec is currently developed by:
BOTLabs GmbH
Keithstraße 2-4
10787 Berlin
Germany
Commercial Court: Amtsgericht Charlottenburg at Berlin
Registration Number: HRB 193450B
USt-IdNr.: DE316284270
Managing Director: Ingo Rübe
[Requirements according to § 5 TMG (Germany)
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